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WE NEED OXIGEN!  
2015-2-HU02-KA105-000964 

short term group EVS project 
 
 

Fresh Oxygen Foundation was founded by amateur runners in 2004 just to run 
together and discuss about this topic. The interesting was more and more and we 
„had to” organize a foot race – it’s called Oxygen Cup Forest Foot Race. It’s from 
October to March, one day in a month for amateur and professioanal runners. This 
year we start the 9th series. 500-600 runner comes to our foot race to be together, to 
develop its power. It’s not a qualification race, it’s a meeting point for people who 
considers the importance of the same values and has the same interest.  

What are these values? Respect each other. Fair attitude. Honesty. Volunteering. 
Cooperation for a common aim. 

Why did we write it here? Because you will meet with this attitude during your EVS 
service. And we would like if you have similar thinking like ours. 

What is the project? Our project takes place in Debrecen in the North-Plain region. 
During the one year project we host 10-10 European volunteers from 5 countries 
(Poland, Estonia, Romania, Spain, Slovenia) for 2-2 months in two turns. The aims 
are that the volunteers meet with the cultural diversity, learn tolerance, feel the social 
togetherness. Besides develop the labor market and the personal competencies, the 
language knowledge, build new contacts. Our goal to impact to the local community, 
promote the importance of healthy lifestyle and the running – as sport and hobby – 
and also the importance of interculturalism and the European identity. 

Volunteers can try themselves in different activities to reach these goals 

1) Promotional activities: Activities what can help to reach the project aims and the 
promotion of Erasmus+ program (taking photos, making videos, writing blogs, 
Facebook updates…). 

2) Program organizing activities: Planning, realizing and post producting actvities 
of the foot races and the closing ceremony (it’s just in the second tour in March). And 
volunteers can realize their own project what fits to their competencies. 
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3) Presentation in schools: Volunteers do presentations and other activities in 
English in local high schools where they can show and promote for example the 
healthy lifestyle, the interculturalism and the national sports in interactive way, use 
non-formal methods. 

During the project our aim to involve the local community, the youth and cooperate 
with the EVS volunteers. 

What are the periods? 

1) 01st October 2015 – 28th November 2015: 10 volunteers (2 from Poland; 2 from 
Spain; 2 from Romania; 2 from Slovenia; 2 from Estonia) 
 
2) 01st February 2016 – 30th March 2016: 10 volunteers (2 from Poland; 2 from 
Spain; 2 from Romania; 2 from Slovenia; 2 from Estonia) 
 
Other practical informations 

1) Working hours: 30-35 hours per week included the language classes. 

2) Free days: Normally the weekends (Saturdays, Sundays) are free. But as the foot 
race is on Saturday (once a month) volunteers have to work, but of course they can 
take off these plus hours. 

3) Holiday: Volunteers get 2 days per month for holiday. 

4) Food: Volunteers get 4,5 EUR per day (of course for weekends and holidays, too) 
and they can cook or order as they want. 

5) Accommodation: You will live in a guest house in a 2-3 beds room (it depends on 
the gender ratio). Kitchen, bathroom and washing possibilities are available. 

6) Local transport: You can get a monthly ticket for all means of transport (bus, 
tram, trolleybus). 

7) Hungarian language classes: Hungarian volunteers will provide you Hungarian 
language lessons. 

8) Communication: You can call our staff for free.  
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9) Pocket money: 244 EUR for the 2 months. 

A weekly plan is attached!  
It’s just a PLAN! We’ll discuss it with the volunteers here. 

Volunteer conditions 

You should be: 

- 17-30 years old, 
- open, 
- interested in other cultures, healthy lifestyle, sports and 
- active. That’s all.  

But! 

- if you can speak in Hungarian or 
- you are good at taking pictures or videos or 
- you have some experiences making presentations or 
- you really love sports, healthy lifestyle … you are welcome! Your place is in 

our team! ☺ 

Please send us your Europass CV in English and write some words why are 
you want to do your EVS service here (motivation letter). 

terminal@pina.si 

IMPORTANT! 
After this short term EVS you can go to an other EVS service which is max. 10 
months long. 

If you have any questions just write to us! 

Meet in Debrecen! 

 

 


